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Abstract 
This paper aims to show where ubiquitous sensor 
environments in combination with multimodal user interfaces 
can be used to further enhance the user (and usage) 
experience. The challenge in multimodal user interface design 
is to combine the available user input modalities with the 
available sensor data in a meaningful way. 
A conceptual framework for sensorised modality input 
composition and semantically controlled output 
decomposition in Ubiquitous Sensorised Environments is 
introduced and its individual components, the Ubiquitous 
Sensorised Environment, the input processing component, the 
situation aware application component and the output 
preparation component are described.  
The paper also illustrates the functionality by means of an 
example, namely user mood awareness and application. 
Finally considerable focus is on the sensors nodes, classed in 
to independent, parasitic and viral sensors and some 
examples of what sensor payloads need to be employed to 
facilitate mood sensing are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION
Much of today’s world has already been sensorised in the 
form of user interfaces and hard-wired systems utilising one 
or several physical information elements for a specific 
application. The paradigm of ubiquitous computing and the 
concept of ‘disappearing computing’ combined with wireless 
sensor networks now move these simple sensor applications 
into a new domain of Ubiquitous Sensorised Environments, 
harnessing an accurate electronic perception of the physical 
world.  
The Ubiquitous Sensorised Environment [6] consists of 
countless sensors and actuators with numerous capabilities 
and diverse sensor classes that can be either independent in 
the form of mobile or stationary sensors, parasitic in the form 
of electronic device embedded sensors (e.g. user modality 
interfaces) or viral in the form of software (e.g. discovery 
protocols). The electronic perception of these sensors will 
enable a description of the real world at fidelity previously 
unobtainable and thus be able to accurately describe an 
environment, and more over a situation of a user/entity in this 
environment. This leads to an enhancement of the user/entity 
experience through situation aware applications, 
autonomously triggered events and tailored output to the 
user/entity. 
This paper describes the conceptual framework for sensorised 
modality input composition and semantically controlled 
output decomposition in Ubiquitous Sensorised 
Environments. A conceptual framework is introduced 
characterising the components of such a system. 
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 analyses the 
problem using as example the sensing of the emotional state 
of the user and utilising this information. Section 3 describes 
the conceptual framework with each component, the 
Ubiquitous Sensorised Environment for user interactions, the 
input processing component, the situation aware application 
component and the output preparation component are 
described. Section 4 describes the sensor classes and some 
example sensor payloads. A user mood based scenario is 
revisited through the paper to describe the inner workings of 
the proposed conceptual framework. Finally, section 5 
concludes the paper. 
2. PROBLEM ANALYSIS
Everywhere in the world, mobile personal electronic devices 
have become a day to day asset. Yet, user interfaces of these 
devices seem awkward and cumbersome. The USE 
environment integrates the electronically perceived world by 
means of sensor information and user modality input, 
supporting the user input interaction. Thus enhancing and 
minimising user interaction overhead. 
For instance the emotional state of a user is an important 
factor for many applications. One can think of selection of 
appropriate entertainment (e.g. radio or music programme), a 
do not disturb flag can be raised to all communications if 
appropriate, even emotional states could be transmitted to 
relevant persons. Other issues that could be addressed are 
emotional states of professionals (e.g. military commanders) 
to judge their clarity of decisions in the field. 
It should be clear with just these few examples, that the 
combination of user input interaction and automated sensed 
information enhances many different applications. 
The main problems that have been identified at the top level 
are listed briefly below: 
? Combination of user modality sensors, mobile 
sensors, embedded sensors and actuators 
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? Minimise user interaction overhead
? Enhance the user experience
? Sensor information interpretation to accurately
perceive the physical world
In the following sections try to conceptually answer some of
these questions, such as; How to combine the sensor data in a
meaningful way? How does sensor data support the decision
process for situation aware applications?
3. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
This section describes a conceptual framework for sensorised
modality input composition and semantically controlled
output decomposition. The framework aims to overcome the
given problems and enables the enhancement of the user
experience by integrating concepts from multimodal user
interfaces and Ubiquitous Sensorised Environments.
Figure 1 shows a general overview of the information flow
starting from the Ubiquitous Sensorised Environment, over
the Input Processing to the Applications and Output
Preparation back into the Environment.
Figure 1: Sensor Input and Application Output 
Systems described by this framework have to handle a huge
amount of different sensor input to combine them (Input
Processing) into a semantic model for applications on the one
hand. And on the other hand they have to enable applications
to deliver the output (Output preparation) depending on the
situation to serve the most suitable user modality and to adapt
to the user’s environment.
In a further breakdown of the general overview, the blocks
will be described in more detail.
A. Ubiquitous Sensorised Environment
The Ubiquitous Sensorised Environment consists of several
sensors of different types. In general they are distinguished
between user modality sensors (UMS) for active user
interaction sensing, mobile/embedded sensors (MES) for
environmental or passive user interaction sensing and
autonomous actuators (AuA) for adaptation of the user’s 
environment. Figure 2 illustrates USE for user interactions.
User modality sensors/actuators (UMS) [3] – UMS provide
the user with a rich set of input and output modalities,
referring to all human senses and actions, such as
speech/sound, vision, gesture, etc.
Mobile/embedded Sensors and Actuators (MES) - Mobile
and embedded sensors can be seen as a top level term to
describe an exotic family of sensors. Actuators, much like the
sensors, encompass numerous types. If we refer to the
communication platform, the terms actuator and sensor are 
interchangeable.  They differ only in their payload
composition.
Sensors can be classed into several categories and are diverse
in their functionality, regarding their electronic perception of 
and action upon the physical world as well as diverse in their
composition, regarding their capabilities and architecture.
Section 4 describes this in more detail.
Figure 2: Ubiquitous Sensorised Environment breakdown
B. Input Processing
Before input is delivered to the application, the Input
Processing block provides the functionality for a raw sensor
and user interaction data pre-processing to obtain a 
synchronised data model.
This data model will be analysed and semantically merged by
the fusion block. The result of the input processing is a
semantic fusion model which contains semantic information
about the user’s intention depending on the current sensed
user interaction data and the raw data from embedded and
mobile sensors. This process is schematically shown in Figure
3.
The semantic fusion model enables applications to be 
situation aware and to know what the user’s intention is. This
enhances applications, by generating their output based on
this model, to serve the most appropriate user modality and to 
adapt the user’s environment to his/her needs.
As can be seen in Figure 3 the input processing consists of the
Pre-Filtering, the User Interaction Recognition and Fusion
functional components.  Especially the functionalities of Pre-
filtering and user interaction recognition could be done either
complete on the sensors or partly distributed in the network.
For several reasons, the first mentioned method is preferred,
as described in more detail in the next sections, which
explains the identified functional blocks for input processing.
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Figure 3: Input Processing
Pre-Filtering
An important design parameter for Sensor Networks is energy
efficiency. One possible approach is to use energy scavenging
techniques as an inexhaustible power supply or utilise ultra
low power transmission schemes. A more synergistic
approach to energy efficiency is to reduce the amount of data
to be transferred in the system. Thus it is required that sensors
reduce their respective data by pre-filtering their physical
perception and only transmitting the minimum required data.
Often, the sensed data at the sensor can be used to raise an
event flag or similarly pre-filtered and compressed
information.
Possible approaches are collaborative processing for
consensus of data and event based compression of data into
information flags (i.e. sensor based trigger, based on raw
data). Later, raw data can be transmitted to an off-line data
base, if this is required and allowed, for post processing or
historic information storage.
(e.g. several biosensors sensors measure physiological states 
of a person and converts these into the mood of the user by
mapping sensed information to probable mood states of a
person thus providing a device independent description of the
user’s current mood).
User Interaction Recognition
The user interaction recognition consists of the functionalities
to translate every kind of device dependent description of user
interactions into a device independent user interaction model
(e.g.: a video system for cognition of facial expressions
recognises the mood of a user by comparing patterns of
different facial expressions and provides a device independent
description of the user’s current mood).
In general the user interaction data is considered to have
‘active input modes’ and ‘passive input modes’ as described
in [2].
‘Active input modes are ones that are deployed by the user
intentionally as an explicit command to a computer system
(e.g., speech)’
‘Passive input modes refer to naturally occurring user
behaviour or actions that are recognised by a computer (e.g.,
facial expressions, manual gestures). They involve user input
that is unobtrusively and passively monitored, without
requiring any explicit command to a computer.’
This input data for the user interaction recognition is gathered
from the UMS.
Fusion
The functional component for fusion of the synchronised
input has the task to combine the separated, but already
synchronised and normalised sensor and user interaction input
data in a meaningful way. This is a general objective of 
multimodal interfaces. But in this approach it is extended by
additional sensor data from MES.
Several methods for fusion exist, however these are lacking
on restriction of the combination of an undefined number of
modality input and in general they do not support learning
capabilities for general sensor input to interpretation and
fusion mechanisms.
Two examples of fusion categorised into levels are given
below:
Feature-level fusion is a method for fusing low-level feature
information from parallel input signals within a multimodal
architecture, which has been applied to processing closely
synchronized input such as speech and lip movements. [2] 
Semantic-level fusion is a method for integrating semantic
information derived from parallel input modes in a 
multimodal architecture, which has been used for processing
speech and gesture input. [2]
C. Situation Aware Application
The semantic fusion model enables applications to be 
situation aware and to know what the user’s intention is. 
Previously, the mood of the user was mentioned as input to
the system. Many more such situations can be used to 
augment an application and thus enhance the user experience.
[4] classifies context and situation and details context-aware
applications further.
D. Semantically controlled distributed output generation
The final step of this conceptual framework deals with the
semantically controlled output decomposition. The block is 
illustrated in Figure 4 and contains three components, the
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modality and actuator selection, the modality fission and the
actuation trigger. In the following paragraphs each will be
explained in more detail.
Modality and Actuator Selection
The modality and actuator selection basically chooses
between autonomously altering the environment without
directly influencing the user’s immediate perception, i.e. the
user ‘feels better’ better due to a sub-conscious change in the
environment, or an output modality is selected, i.e. a 
conscious process embracing the user and alters his/her
environment.
Conscious alteration thus takes place at the UMS through 
Modality Fission, where as sub-conscious change is achieved
through MES triggering or more accurately Actuation
Triggers.
Distributed
output generation
Modality
Fission
Actuation
Trigger
Modality and
Actuator
selection
application
content and
semantic fusion
model
user modality
adaptation
instructions
actuator
adaptation
instructions
Figure 4: Output Preparation
Actuation Trigger
As part of the output decomposition, event triggers are
prepared. These triggers are the reverse equivalent of the flags
from the sensors (minimising data to be transferred) and
initiate a service at an actuator to perform a certain action to
adapt/modify the environment. This for instance can be
turning up the heat if the user feels cold.
Modality Fission
In the modality fission process, device depended
transformations of media content take place. Fused media
streams are split into their respective modalities and are
mapped to devices according to their respective capabilities.
This includes for instance splitting an audiovisual stream into
audio and video components and matching the data rate,
compression type and format to the device capabilities.
4. SENSOR CLASSES AND PAYLOADS
The Ubiquitous Sensorised Environment consists of countless
sensors and actuators with numerous capabilities and diverse
sensor classes that can be either independent in the form of
mobile or stationary sensors, parasitic in the form of
electronic device embedded sensors (e.g. user interfaces) or
viral in the form of software (e.g. discovery protocols). In the
following sub sections, the three classes of sensors are
described and a basic sensor node architecture is used to
illustrate their composition. Additionally, some sensor
payload types are introduced to exemplify the role of
Ubiquitous Sensorised Environments.
A. Sensor Classes
Independent Sensors are self contained entities that are 
capable of converting physical phenomena to electronic
signals, possibly process these and transmit, either on request
or on demand, their information. Thus an independent sensor
requires some power source, some processing capability and
some communication capability. Independent sensors can be
embedded in the environment or an entity or can be mobile
themselves.
Parasitic Sensors do not have all of these functionalities and
have to rely on a host, which offers one or several
functionalities to the sensor, such as the three functionalities
mentioned above, communication, power and processing. The
sole functionality that is required is the sensing capability.
Thus, input user interfaces can be classed as parasitic sensors.
Viral Sensors are strictly a subset of parasitic sensors as they 
require a host. However as viral sensors are based on software 
only, such as a protocol, and can be distributed in a system or
even across systems.
B. Sensor Node Architecture
As mentioned above, the basic sensor node architecture
consists of some communication capability, some power
source, some processing capability, some memory capability
and a sensing or actuation payload.
Independent sensors require most or all of these capabilities,
whereas parasitic sensors only require the sensor payload in
the most basic configuration. The viral sensors cannot be seen
as a device or physical entity, but a virtual entity based on
software.
C. Sensor Payloads
Sensor Payloads furnish sensor nodes with the capability of
transforming physical phenomena into electronic signals and
vice versa for actuator nodes. The variety of sensor payload is
inexhaustible and can range from large scale complex
sensors, such as video recording devices to very simple single
value sensors, such as a temperature sensor.
In the following paragraph the paper revisits the user mood
example and lists some sensor payloads that could be 
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envisioned to obtain an accurate measure of the current mood 
of the user. 
The mood of a person can be established by combining 
certain physiological parameters that can be acquired using 
sensors consisting of an electrocardiogram to record 
heartbeat, a skin sensor that can detect tiny changes in sweat 
production, an electromyography sensor that detects minute 
muscle activity in the jaw and brow, a blood-volume pressure 
sensor that measures the constriction on the arteries and a 
temperature sensor. However, an accurate understanding of 
the link of the physiological and emotional domains has not 
yet been fully understood. Other means of verifying the mood 
of a user need to be established, such as the actions and 
historic profile of the user and environmental and gobal data, 
such as can be obtained from UMI, e.g. gesture and speech 
pattern. 
5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper described a conceptual framework for sensorised 
modality input, its composition and semantically controlled 
output decomposition in Ubiquitous Sensorised 
Environments. This concept combines the strengths of Sensor 
Networks with those of User Modality Interactions to 
minimise user interaction and enhance the user experience. A 
conceptual framework was introduced characterising the 
components of such a system. The main components were 
described; they include the Ubiquitous Sensorised 
Environment, the input processing component, the situation 
aware application component and the output preparation 
component. Further, parts of the system concept were put into 
relation with an example referred to as ‘user mood’. 
The concept needs to be elaborated in more detail; future 
work in this area needs to concentrate on combining user 
modality sensors, mobile sensors, embedded sensors and 
actuators. In particular networking of sensors, synchronisation 
techniques and pre-processing are essential to generate device 
independent input to the fusion process. This will require 
some intelligent filtering and refinement techniques that are 
capable of learning the input parameters from novel resources 
(i.e. new sensors). 
Also the definition and design of the fusion processes 
themselves, to create semantic fusion models, require 
considerable effort. These processes have, in general, the 
shortcoming that they lack restrictions of the combination of 
an undefined number of modality input and do not support 
learning capabilities for general sensor input to interpretation 
and fusion mechanisms. 
Also, the area of Sensor payloads to be able to accurately 
perceive the physical world, as well as studies of the physical 
phenomena characterising a situation, e.g. a users ‘mood’ is 
difficult to characterise as the perception of mood is in 
general very subjective. 
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